Pressure Care Cushions & Pillows

Pressure care cushions and pillows are designed to alleviate the pain and discomfort often associated with spending prolonged periods of time in fixed positions. From basic pressure care quality foam cushions and supports to high level pressure care high-density foam, gel and air cushions, these products offer a range of solutions to suit specific needs.

Basic Level Pressure Care

Cushions and pillows that provide relief and extra comfort for the short term user. Please contact us for more pressure care options.

PEAK CARE CUSHION RANGE

16” FOAM RING CUSHION
Ideal for post operative discomfort and other painful conditions.

Product Code CU-PC-9511  DVA Code AE05 PC9504

SEATING WEDGE CUSHION
Encourages correct pelvic tilt to reduce pressure on lumbar discs.

Product Code CU-PC-9405  DVA Code AE05 PC9405

WHEELCHAIR SEAT CUSHION
Used to add comfort and reduce the sagging effect of standard wheelchairs.

Product Code CU-PC-9573  DVA Code AE05 PC9580

COOLSION 2” FOAM WITH GEL BAG CUSHION
A low profile cushion with a gel bag between foam layers, vinyl/fabric cover and non slip base.

Product Code CU-PC-9375  DVA Code AE05 PC9375
SHOPRIDER XTRA CUSHION RANGE

POLAR FLEECE CUSHION
A soft comfortable foam cushion with a Royal Blue Polar Fleece cover.

Product Code CU-SPR-SE311

DELUXE ACRYLIC WOOL CUSHION
An extra warm comfort cushion with an Acrylic Wool cover.

Product Code CU-SPR-SE309

POLYESTER COMFORT CUSHION
A soft comfortable cushion with a water resistant cover.

Product Code CU-SPR-SE313

NOVIS CUSHION RANGE

COMFORT CUSHION
A super-soft memory and high density foam cushion with a waterproof polyurethane 2-way stretch cover, ideal for manual wheelchairs.

Product Code CU-NOV-comf cush

PREMIUM CUSHION
A shaped super-soft memory and high density foam cushion with a waterproof polyurethane 2-way stretch cover with non-slip base for additional comfort.

Product Code CU-NOV-prem wh cushion

Individual brochures with full specifications are available on all products. Please contact us now for further information.
Pressure Care Cushion Continued...

**THERAPEUTIC PILLOW CUSHION RANGE**

**COMPLETE SLEEPRRR ORIGINAl PILLOW**
The popular adjustable memory foam cervical neck support pillow. Removable foam inserts give you as many as 12 adjustment options so you can create the pillow to suit your comfort needs.

*Product Code* CU-TP-Sleeprrr  *DVA Code* AE03 100041

**BACK HUGGAR**
In traditional or memory foam with built-in spinal support column, contoured to provide support and help alleviate lower back fatigue. Removable insert for adjustability.

*Product Code* CU-TP-Huggar  *DVA Code* AE01 230009/230010 (memory)

**POSTURE WEDGE**
Helps maintain the spine’s natural curvature and alleviate nerve pressure in the mid-back area.

*Product Code* CU-TP-Wedge  *DVA Code* AE05 229998

**SPINE SAVER LUMBAR ROLL**
A convenient portable lumbar back support cushion for the treatment and prevention of lower back pain in 5 shapes.

*Product Code* CU-TP-Lumbar Roll

**CONTOURED BED WEDGE**
Elevates and supports the upper body allowing easier breathing and digestion. Available in quilted or Steri-Plus cover.

*Product Code* CU-TP-BWQ/BWS  *DVA Code* AE02 TPBW
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**DIFFUSER STERI-PLUS CUSHION**

Premium density pressure-relief cushion made from memory and high density foam. Ideal for wheelchair or regular seating with Steri-Plus moisture and bacteria-resistant cover. Available in medium and large.

*Product Code* CU-TP-DCS

---

**ROHO CUSHION RANGE**

**MOSAIC**

Uses air floatation technology to provide basic level skin protection, support and comfort. Available in various sizes and with standard or HD cover.

*Product Code* CU-SD-Mosaic1816IC  *DVA Code* AE05 220441

---

**L.T.V**

You’ll Love That Valve! The valve on the interconnected air cells lets you customise the seat to your specific comfort level. Ideal for your scooter or car. Available in Black Ultra Leather or Charcoal Gray Fabric.

*Product Code* CU-SD-LTV-Ultra

---

**PRIDE CUSHION RANGE**

**SYNERGY SIMPLICITY**

A low profile cushion offering great comfort plus moderate pressure management and positioning. It features a deep-contoured high-density polyurethane moulded foam design with a moisture wicking 4-way stretch cover.

*Product Code* CU-P-CUSASMB1549  *DVA Code* AE04 Syn Simp

---

**SYNERGY SOLUTION**

A contoured three-component design cushion; a high-density polyurethane foam base with a twin-cell gel insert and viscoelastic top layer combine to provide pressure management, positioning and long lasting comfort. Covered with 4-way stretch fabric, pliable urethane fluid resistant inner liner and non slip base.

*Product Code* CU-P-CUSASMB1011  *DVA Code* AE04 Syn Sol
High Level Pressure Care

Cushions offering superior relief from pain and discomfort with exceptional pressure distribution for the long term user. Please contact us for more pressure care options.

**EQUAPRESSURE CUSHION RANGE**

**EQUAGEL CUSHION**
The EquaGel is a dry-polymer gel cushion with a unique ‘column buckling’ feature that completely transfers pressure points to the surrounding walls for support. The Protector cushion is ideal for most people at risk of pressure ulcers and can be used on chairs and wheelchairs. The Adjustable Protector cushion consists of 3 different firmness layers that can interchange and allows optimization of comfort and tissue protection. Other styles also available.

**Product Code** CU-EP. Protector / AdjProtector

**ROHO CUSHION RANGE**

**HARMONY**
A lightweight and comfortable air floatation cushion with pre-contoured foam base and moisture resistant cover. Particularly suited to users requiring stability, ease of transfer and postural support. Available in various sizes.

**Product Code** CU-SD-Harmony1816C   **DVA Code** AE04 SDHARMONY

**NEXUS SPIRIT**
Combines the stability of a contoured foam base with the therapeutic care of Roho Dry Floatation technology. Designed to allow increased stability for transfers and provide exceptional positioning of the pelvis and lower extremities for enhanced sitting posture. Various sizes available.

**Product Code** CU-SD-NEXUSSPIRIT1816C   **DVA Code** AE04 220442

**CONTOUR SELECT**
Provides skin protection with the stability needed for increased function. The Isoflo Memory Control provides a new level of adjustability that fits, matches and tracks client shape to manage integrity, positioning and stability. The separate neoprene air cells allow air circulation to reach the surface of the skin. It is also lightweight, machine washable and repairable.

**Product Code** CU-P-CS1010C
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QUADTRO SELECT
Sets the standard in the industry for overall performance in wheelchair seating. This low or high profile cushion is divided into 4 compartments, each of which can be set for optimal comfort and support. The Isoflo Memory Control offers shape fitting capabilities while the user is seated for on-demand adjustment to maximise function. Available in an extensive range of sizes.

Product Code CU-P-QS109C  DVA Code AE04 220444

JAY 3 CUSHION RANGE
JAY 3
The industry leading adjustable gel fluid cushion. Lightweight and low maintenance, this cushion is designed for users at high risk of skin breakdown. The pre-contoured foam base and 2” of 3D Jay Flow fluid ensure correct postural stability and comfort. Custom cuts and modifications are available to meet specific client needs. Available in an extensive range of sizes, in high or low profile.

Product Code CU-SM-Jay3_Cush  DVA Code AE04 J3CS1616 (std)

INVACARE FLO-TECH SOLUTION XTRA
FLO-TECH SOLUTION XTRA CUSHION
A highly adaptable gel cushion with a contoured foam base and a large dual gel sac which covers the entire top surface of the cushion. An additional layer of gel is incorporated under the ischial and sacral area to further enhance the pressure-reducing qualities of this cushion, making it suitable for Very High Risk users.

The cushion can be further enhanced with the Flo-Tech Xtra Modular Kit which further promotes active correction and posture management. Velcro pads on the cushion and components ensure the wedges remain fixed in place even after extensive use. All modular components can be customised and are made from high-density CMHR foam.

Product Code CU-MT-MSS FSXB16/18
DVA Code AE04 226103 (base cushion)
AE04 226107 (modular seating)
Custom Backrests

Custom backrests are designed to maximise user comfort and positioning when seated for long periods in electric or manual wheelchairs. The set-up of the backrest is critical in providing the correct posture for the user. Most backrests are available in a large range of sizes and configurations. Additional items including lateral supports and lumber bolsters are available to further enhance the backrest.

SYNERGY SHAPE BACKREST

The Synergy Shape back is ideal for users requiring a lightweight, removable backrest suitable for a manual wheelchair. It has a high-density base foam and soft viscoelastic upper to provide all day comfort. The alloy shell encourages correct seat position.

**Product Code** pp-P-Synergy Shape Back

TRU COMFORT BACKREST

The Tru Comfort seat back offers superior comfort and pressure management, utilising a high-density HR polyurethane base with viscoelastic foam top layer to enhance pressure care, circulation and comfort. The back is highly adjustable and features a contoured design, adjustable lumber support and lateral bolsters to ensure customised correct positioning. Available with manual recline option.

**Product Code** pp-P-Tru Comfort Back

JAY 2 BACKREST

Jay 2 backrests are available in a wide variety of different configurations and sizes to suit almost any user. The hard shell back plate covered in memory foam provides exceptional support for long periods of sitting. Additional wedges are placed between the hard shell back plate and the cushion to customise the backrest perfectly to the users shape.

**Product Code** CU-SM-J2 Back  **DVA Code** AE01 J2516TAT

JAY 3 BACKREST

The Jay 3 backrest is the next generation in the Jay range. It incorporates the latest technology available in seating and positioning. This back offers virtually every combination of depth, height and width that an adult may require. In addition, new mounting hardware make it easier than ever before to attach to almost any back canes. The shape of the Jay 3 backrest has been refined and improved to incorporate better lateral support as a standard feature over other backrests. Additional components are also available.

**Product Code** CU-SM-J3 Back  **DVA Code** Multiple codes, contact us.